
BIOME Core Ischemia, Reperfusion and Angiogenesis program summer semester 2024 

Time: 17.00 
Place: Medizinisches Forschungszentrum (MFZ), seminar rooms (room numbers below in the table) 
Progress Reports 

Date Speakers Room 
18.04. Jan-Niklas Wolf 0.019 
02.05. Xingyun Quan/Lena Baldus 0.019 
16.05. Alina Riedel / Orbel Terosian 0.019 
23.05. Svenja Rohde/ Nihong Wu 2.004 
06.06. Yukun Yang/ Xia He 0.019 
13.06. Valeria Pesara / Lisa Oehlke 0.019 
20.06. Paula Dittberner / Isabel Ruf 0.019 
27.06. Matthias Pillath-Eilers / Jacqueline Hausherr 0.019 
04.07. Xiaolong Liu 0.019 
11.07. Li Song /Atefeh Hosseini 0.019 
18.07. Bianca Eggert / Anna Lieven  0.019 

 
Scientific coordinators: 
Prof. Dr. med. Dirk M. Hermann 
Prof. Dr. rer. nat. Ana Casas 
Dr. rer. nat. Egor Dzyubenko 
Dr. rer. nat. Stine Mencl 
Dr. rer. nat. Janine Gronewold 
 
Dear BIOME members, 
shortly the summer semester 2024 starts. This time we will have progress reports, meaning you 
present the progress of your thesis in about 20 minutes followed by 10 minutes discussion with the 
group. 
 
Please consider the following aspects: 
 

● Don´t forget the introduction, introduce the disease/disease model you are analyzing.  
● Describe the statistical methods used for your analyses, don’t only show a picture with stars 

above the graphs, but also write something like: ANOVA with xxx post-hoc test. 
● Explain special methods and abbreviations. 

 
Please include a timeline/outlook of the project at the end of your talk: 
 

● Are you on schedule, what was working good, what was not working out as expected 
(cooperation, mousebreeding, method failure, …). 

● What you did not do but wanted to do (or still want to do). 
● Any personal milestones (did you win prizes, got invitations, etc). 
● If your project is part of a larger project of your working group, what is your part in the 

project? 
 
To improve our feedback for every speaker we would like everyone to prepare some comments  
after each progress report about the science, methods, slides, figures…  
Please make your feedback constructive: I really liked, that you..../ I´m sorry, but I couldn´t follow 
because,.../ 


